"The vaults at Federal Mint are going empty," said Laura A. Lynne, Director of Coin and Currency for Federated Mint.

That’s because a decision by Federated Mint to release rarely seen U.S. Gov’t issued coins, some worth up to $1,500, in unsearched Vault Bags is drawing to a close.

Each unsearched Vault Bag is loaded with the rarely seen Gov’t issued coins that everyone will be trying to get their hands on. That’s because each Vault Bag is chosen to contain nearly 3 pounds of Gov’t issued coins some dating back to the 1800’s including iconic historic silver and copper coins.

Unsearched Vault Bags loaded with rarely seen U.S. Gov’t issued coins some dating back to the 1800’s including all those shown in today’s publication can claim as many as they want. That’s because each Vault Bag is loaded with iconic historic silver and copper coins including rare Liberty V Nickels, one cent steel cents, rare silver and copper coins.

The only thing U.S. residents who call the National Toll-Free Hotline before the 48-hour deadline can say is, “This is very important. After the Vault Bags were loaded with over 200 Gov’t issued coins, each verified to meet a minimum collector grade quality of very good or above, the dates and mint marks were never searched to determine collector values. The Vault Bag fee has been set at $980 for residents who miss the 48-hour deadline, but for those U.S. residents who beat the 48-hour deadline the Vault Bag fee is just $1,500 as long as they call the National Toll Free Hotline before the deadline ends.

Remember this, we cannot stop collectors from buying up all the unsearched bags of coins they can get in this special advertising announcement. And you better believe with each bag being loaded with nearly 3 pounds of Gov’t issued coins we’re guessing they’re going to ‘quick-sell’, said Lynne.

The phone lines will be ringing off the hook beginning at precisely 6:00 a.m. this morning. That’s because each unsearched Vault Bag is loaded with the rarely seen Gov’t issued coins pictured left and highly sought after coin collectible coins dating clear back to the 1800’s including iconic Historic Wheat Coins including 1943 Steel cents, one of the beautiful Winged Liberty Head Dollars, scarce Indian Head One cent, rare Liberty V Nickels, one cent Historic Wheat Coins including 1943 Steel cents, one of the beautiful Winged Liberty Head Dollars, scarce Indian Head One cent, rare Liberty V Nickels, one cent Historic Wheat Coins including 1943 Steel cents.

Just be sure to call before the deadline ends 48 hours from today’s publication date.

RARELY SEEN UNITED STATES COINS UP FOR GRABS IN NEBRASKA -ZIP CODES DETERMINE WHO GETS THEM

UNSEARCHED: Picture above are the unsearched Vault Bags being handed over to residents who call the National Toll-Free Hotline before the 48-hour deadline ends. Among the best: Each Vault Bag is loaded with over 200 Gov’t issued coins, each verified to meet a minimum collector grade quality of very good or above, the dates and mint marks were never searched to determine collector values. Each coin is verified to meet a minimum collector grade quality of very good or above, the dates and mint marks were never searched to determine collector values. Each coin is verified to meet a minimum collector grade quality of very good or above, the dates and mint marks were never searched to determine collector values. Each coin is verified to meet a minimum collector grade quality of very good or above, the dates and mint marks were never searched to determine collector values. Each coin is verified to meet a minimum collector grade quality of very good or above, the dates and mint marks were never searched to determine collector values.
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"With all these collectible Gov’t issued coins up for grabs we’re going to do our best to answer all the calls," said Lynne.

Thousands of U.S. residents stand to miss the deadline to claim the U.S. Gov’t issued coin. That means U.S. residents who find their zip code listed in today’s publication can claim the unsearched bags of money for themselves and keep all the U.S. Gov’t issued coins for themselves.

If you’re not sure if you’re eligible to get your hands on these iconic historic silver and copper coins, call the National Toll Free Hotline before the deadline ends.

"Remember this, we cannot stop collectors from buying up all the unsearched bags of coins they can get in this special advertising announcement. And you better believe with each bag being loaded with nearly 3 pounds of Gov’t issued coins we’re guessing they’re going to ‘quick-sell’, said Lynne.

The phone lines will be ringing off the hook beginning at precisely 6:00 a.m. this morning. That’s because each unsearched Vault Bag is loaded with the rarely seen Gov’t issued coins pictured left and highly sought after coin collectible coins dating clear back to the 1800’s including iconic Historic Wheat Coins including 1943 Steel cents, one of the beautiful Winged Liberty Head Dollars, scarce Indian Head One cent, rare Liberty V Nickels, one cent Historic Wheat Coins including 1943 Steel cents.